
Access critical intelligence 
with CameraForensics  

As an invaluable, responsive, and reactive tool, 

the CameraForensics platform provides access 

for digital intelligence teams to a wide set of 

search functions and additional features. 

With a mission to transform online imaging 

intelligence through powerful technology and 

collaboration, CameraForensics empowers 

investigators to reach vital results, evidence, 

and information quickly.

www.cameraforensics.com 

OSINT 
Web Image Metadata Matching

With direct access to advanced filtering capabilities 

for online imagery, against a wide selection of fields 

including location and model, we empower teams to 

reach the results needed quickly and securely.  

Entire cases are possibly dependant on the metadata 

for one particular image, so it’s critical that users have 

access to the widest possible toolsets. Our Team licence 

allows teams to simultaneously conduct research using 

a suite of functions to support their investigations. 

These include similarity searches, advanced filtering 

capabilities, and the ability to search using both 

location and GPS data.

Access to the Team licence provides up to five users 

with a wide range of supporting tools, such as:  

• BigSearch and ExifExtractor functionalities 

• GPS filtering capabilities 

• Similarity searching with PhotoDNA 

• Searching across other Exif data.  

• Access to an active community to engage in 

collaborative discussions and more. 

• Updates on saved searches delivered directly to 

your inbox.  



The CameraForensics platform will send 

responsive updates on previous searches.  

Save your searches and reference them by case, 

investigators are sent updates directly to their 

inbox with any intelligence relevant while more 

information is continuously added.

We understand that the sole focus of online 

investigation efforts is to find and collate all relevant 

information as securely and rapidly as possible. That’s 

why we’ve designed our platform to be accessible, easy 

to use, and responsive.  

As well as intuitive filtering controls and advanced 

searching functionality, we also provide all users with 

access to our comprehensive Knowledge Hub, where 

they can find access to tutorials, community forums, 

courses, and more – providing support for users to gain 

as much value from their efforts as possible.  

If you would like further information on how 

to obtain access, please contact CAID 

Business Support:

We know how important it is that digital 

intelligence teams reach the results needed as 

soon as possible, which is why we have expanded 

the CameraForensics platform to support 

searching by location. This allows investigators to 

search for imagery within a designated area, or to 

freely search all available imagery currently linked 

to a specific location, internationally.  

Users can further filter these locations by 

additional stacked fields. We bring investigators 

closer to the information they need – helping to 

identify online threats or potential victims with 

definition and urgency.  

Rapid case updates 
delivered to your inbox 

An easy to use, intuitive 
interface 

CameraForensics is 
available to all police 
forces 

The ability to search 
imagery by location 

www.cameraforensics.com 

caidbusinesssupport@westyorkshire.police.uk

Access to CameraForensics is funded by 
the Home Office


